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Business Performance Measurement in the Metal Finishing Industry 2016 criticism has indicated that inadequate academic observance has been spent on
the adaption and implementation of generic business performance measurement bpm models to specific industry and company contexts leading to a
suboptimal practical feasibility in reflecting these concerns an approach to improve bpm feasibility is developed based on an industry s specific
characteristics these characteristics are then linked to corresponding generic bpm models in this vein practitioners shall be assisted in designing and
implementing a sustainable bpm system this approach gets empirically validated for the metal finishing industry in germany and the united kingdom subject
business
Going Beyond Loaning Books to Loaning Technologies 2015-01-20 providing library users with actual pieces of technological equipment that they
can borrow is a continuously expanding service at many libraries especially as faculty and teachers require multimodal projects for some libraries
loanable technology may include calculators gaming devices headphones e readers laptops and tablets increasingly though there is also demand for all
types of cameras lighting voice recorders microphones external storage devices projectors peripherals and converters among hundreds of possibilities
based on their successful program at a large research institution the authors provide a practical manual complete with examples forms and templates
that cover all aspects of establishing and maintaining a loanable technology program going beyond books to loaning technologies a practical guide
for librarians provides the nuts and bolts and the behind the scenes details of developing a program and walks librarians and information technology
professionals through even some of the complex decisions and processes such as needs assessment budget allocation selecting cataloging processing
and storing equipment circulation billing and troubleshooting training collaborating with others to offer consultation services marketing and
assessment practical and easy to understand here is a one stop guide for anyone interested in lending technology to patrons
Advances in Intelligent Data Analysis XVI 2017-10-20 this book constitutes the conference proceedings of the 16th international symposium on
intelligent data analysis which was held in october 2017 in london uk the 28 full papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected
from 66 submissions the traditional focus of the ida symposium series is on end to end intelligent support for data analysis ida solicits papers on all
aspects of intelligent data analysis including papers on intelligent support for modelling and analyzing data from complex dynamical systems
Paraplegia 2021-05-12 in the last decade diverse research areas have developed novel approaches to overcome dysfunctions after a spinal cord
injury sci even though motor restoration attracts the most clinical attention sensory autonomic and mental health are also aspects fundamental to
improving the quality of life of sci patients over four sections of therapeutic rehabilitation and technological approaches this book examines
preclinical and clinical studies using mesenchymal stem cells and pharmacological or electrical stimulation strategies chapters also address the
impact of paraplegia and associated loss of autonomic functions including bowel and sexual dysfunction as well as the convergence of new
technologies aimed at providing postural support and enhancing mobility
Best Practices Manajemen dan Pengawasan Sekolah 2017-12-11 buku ini memuat tentang praktik terbaik best practices yang telah dilakukan oleh
kepala sekolah dan pengawas sekolah untuk program literasi pembelajaran bahasa pembelajaran kontekstual manajemen mutu upaya meraih prestasi
dalam olimpiade dan sekolah berwawasan lingkungan
Developing and Leading Emergence Teams 2016-03-10 developing and leading emergence teams describes a future business landscape that seems to be
complicated complex and chaotic in almost equal measures the variety and diversity of the environments within which large organizations will be
seeking to operate require a similar variety of systems process and structures if they are to respond successfully to emerging opportunities the
established models of teamworking matrix cross functional or transdisciplinary can all adapt to this new environment but will only do so if the
culture leadership and management style of the business enables this the authors describe a model of emergence teams high trust teams that exhibit
exceptional affinity for knowledge sharing sense making and consensus building they then explore the specifics of leading such a team how the team leader
should design the team interact and facilitate the team s development understand the personal nature of each of the team members and the overall



emotional regime that will affect trust commitment and motivation peter smith and tom cockburn draw on research and detailed case examples to
provide techniques your organization can adopt in order to build and support the various teams capable of addressing complexity
The Double-Blind Ghost Box 2013-04 in recent years the paranormal has gained new footing as reality television has grabbed onto this research and
created a cultural frenzy around it there are those who are skeptics those who believe and those who seek to prove the existence of the paranormal in
the double blind ghost box authors shawn taylor and daniel morgan share their research and personal experiences with the paranormal focusing on the
development and use of the ghost box a device that can establish a two way communication beyond death s veil the double blind ghost box reviews the
process of taylor and morgan s studies of the device along with how they determined its usefulness in researching the paranormal they explore the
history of the ghost box and the issues arising in today s ghost box methods and they offer methods for conducting an objective ghost box
investigation processing ghost box evidence analyzing the findings and presenting the results to clients taylor and morgan also discuss the different
spirits an investigation might uncover and future ghost box applications and technologies sharing actual transcripts of investigations the double
blind ghost box works toward communicating the existence of the paranormal through objective research shawn taylor has a technical background in
computer hardware software programming digital media six sigma problem solving statistical analysis psychology and counseling daniel morgan earned
degrees in behavioral science and electrical engineering
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